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The introduction contains a brief survey of the development of tht Polirò iron 

and steel  industry and reference iß also made to the place at present occupied by 

that industry on a world scale.     Figures are given illustrating »teel production 

before the Second World War, after the War and now.    The development of the iron 

and steel industry is considered against the background of the country's industria- 

lization during the post-war period. 

The count-y s facilities for the production of a wide range of rolling »ills 

is indicated ana a number of mills oonstruoted In Poland for esport aro oited as 
examples. 

This is a summary of the paper issued under th« sas» title aa ID/ta.14/65 

The views and opinions expressed in this m•~ are those of the author and do 
not necessarily refleot the views of the secretariat of UMIDO.    The 
is presented as submitted by the author, without ro-editing. 
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In the main part of the report, whioh contain« deacriptiona of certain «pacific 

types of rolling mill which have been built, the author discusses various types of 
jobbing mill, medium-section mills and small-section mills. 

These descriptions give details of the production schedule,  the material pro- 

cessed and the production capacity of each mill,  a brief description of the mill's 

equipment,  and a description of the rolling plan and technology.    The mills con- 

sidered are such as may find possible application in the developing countries,  in 

particular jobbing mills rolling high-quality steel according to an adaptable 

rolling plan and having a medium production capacity suited to a wide range of 

production requirements.    Attention is also paid to the design of mills which can 

work in conjunction with the plants for the continuous casting of steel which are 
also being built in Poland and are discussed in another report. 

In conclusion,  the author lists all the services and supplies whioh oould be 
offered to possible clients from the Polish side. 

It is stressed that owing to the scale'of its steel production, it. expérience 

in the development of its own iron and steel industry,  and its present contacts 

with developing countries, Poland sees great prospects for consolidating fruitful 
collaboration with these countries. 
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The history of the Polish iron and steel industry goes back M far M ancient 

Homan times, when there was a large basin in the region of the Swientokrsisky moun- 

taint where iron was smelted.   The iron and steel industry developed at a rapid 

pace during the period following the second World War, and in I967 production of 
rolled sections exceeded 7 million tonnes. 

Naturally, when operating on such a production scale, the metallurgical indus- 

try must co-ordinate with other organisations {   accordingly, Poland has various 

research institutes,  two large planning offiees, several construction départants, 

and a number of engineering works, all to serve the needs of the iron and steel 
industry. 

We are already constructing iron and steel works both at home and abroad with 

our own resources, and we have acquired considerable practioal experience in build- 

ing and operating rolling units or complete rolling mills equipped for the manufac- 

ture of small batohes of rolled sections on a very wide production scale. 

Let us now consider some of these rolling mills. 

A typical example of a light/medium jobbing mill designed for rolline a wider 

assortaient of bars from high quality steel on the multi-train system is the mill 
whioh we have made for export to Yugoslavia. 

The basic production programme includes the 

meter of 10 to 60mm and corresponding square, 

eectioiÄof diamnsiofee ranmfsf^nl^O x ^"4%150 

springs.^W wirKggSsf ajjmttter * 6 \o 

are rolled Is inUstori offbillete \ x 

and 2 or 3 me\es longV The jhml|ctionVa] 
mately 110,000 tonnes/year. 

:f round sections of a die- 

octagonal sections, flat 

at ribbed bars for 

iterisi from which these 

100mm o\ 140 x 140ms square 

under this programme is approxi» 

4* 

The rolling mill is equipped with two travelling furnaces, each with a capacity 

of 10 to 15 tonnes/hour and comprisses    a 550mm diameter roughing train, consisting 

of four three-high stand, «nd one two-high stand, driven by a com»» direct-wrrent 

•»ton   a 300mm diameter intermediate train, consisting of seven variably-arranged   ' 

two- high stands in two groups, driven by a common direct-current motor, and two 

260mm diameter finishing trains, each consisting of two variably-arranged two-high 
stands, driven by a oommon direct-current motor. 
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All tha roll stands ax* equipped with rollar boaring?!.   The stands of the intar- 

aediate and finishing trains are of tha oaselese typ*.   All the stands are fitted 

with roller oonveyors on the input side.   Transport of material to and fro« the 

stands in the roughing train is mechanized through the UBO of power roller oonveyors, 

tilting tablea and rope transport devioas in bcth upstream and downstream of the 
train« 

Tha stands in tha intermediate and finishing trains are likewise equipped with 

Mohanised transport installations before and after the trains.   The rolling Bill is 

provided witb three alternative ways of dealing with the rolled material.    The sec- 

tions rolled in the middle train are sawn into commercial lengths and transferred 

either into a mechanical cooler or into a rope-type cooler.   The sections rolled in 

tha intermediate trains are out by flying shears into lengths to fit the oooler and 

are fed into a mechanical cooler or sent, without cutting,  into a Oarrett-typ« 
coiler. 

The section« rolled in the finishing train are conveyed to a Oarratt-type ooller 

and the ooils are cooled horizontally in a hook-type cooler. 

The finishing line.is equipped with roller ftraigl.toners and also with 

straightaner-cutters for straightening and cutting lengths of bar from the ooils. 

Despite its very wide production range,  the rolling mill is almost completely 

neohanieed and even partially automated.    The u?e of travelling furnaces, roller 

bearings,  sturdily constructed stands and roller ¿r-i•-•••' for the stands ensures the 

manufacture of a high quality product. 

Another type of medium» and small-section mill, a staggored mill for rolling 

bara from high-quality steel, is at present under construction at a Polish works. 

This mill is planned to go into production this year.    The main production 

schedule is for round bars l6-60mm in diameter and square, hexagonal and flat bars. 

Tha raw material is 100 x 100mm or 120 x 120mm billets up to 6 metre3 in length. 

Planned production capacity is about 230,000 tonnea/year. 

The mill ia equipped with two travelling furnaces and includes a 550mm diameter 

thrae-high first roughing stand driven by a direct-current electric motor and a con- 

tinuous roughing train consisting of four 400mm diameter two-high stands, in N-U 

arrangement, driven saparately by direct-current electric motoru. 

-•^     ----"  -•"" 
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The intermediate train, arranged in a staggered pattarti, consist« of four 

400mm and 330mm diameter horizontally-arranged two-high standsv driven separately 

by direct-current electric motors, and a continuous finiahing mill, oonaieting of 

two 300mm and 280rara diameter two-high frauds,  in N-U arrangement, driven separately 

by direct-current electric motors. 

Downstream of the last stand there are flying shears to out the «hole output 

into lengths to fit the cooler or commercial lengths. 

Bars which require hot processing are rut by the flying aneare into ooameroial 

lengths and then transferred to special equipment whioh delivers them to the pits 

for oontrolled oooling or to the furnaces for heat treatment.   The remaining bars 

are passed to a roller cooler, downstream of which there are 800-tonne shears for 

cutting them to commercial leng ~s.„   The finishing mill has a wide range of equip- 

ment for heat treatment and other finishing operations. 

The meohanioal equipment is centrally lubricated with grease or oil aa required. 

The mill as a whole is predominantly mechanised and partially automated. 

A small-section mill for rolling a wide range of bars, Wire and hot-rolled 

strip from high-quality steel has been designed to operate on a semi-oontinuous 

basis«    The basic production programme comprises round bars 10-20mm in diameter, 

square, hexagonal and flat bare, wire 5-5-22mm in diameter in ooils weighing up to 

450kg, and hot-rolled strip TO-'.OOmm wide and l,5-5mm thick. 

The raw material for rolling the bars and wire is in the form of 100 x .100mm 

billets 3 or 6 metres long and weighing 225 or 450kg, while the hot-rolled strip 

is rolled from 100 x 100-230mm flat billets.    Tho average production capacity under 

the mixed schedule is about 140.000 tonnes/year.   The mill is equipped with two 

travelling furnaces (with a production capacity of up to 30 tonnes/hour and includes 

a 500mm diameter first roughing train, consisting of two three-high stands 500mm in 

diameter, driven by xwo diiect-current motors through a gear drive and single reduc- 

tion gearing;    a 35°mm diameter continuous roughing train with 6 rolling stands and 

three 400mm diameter edgers;    a continuous finishing train for hot-rolled strip, 

consisting of two four-high 280 and 500mm diameter rolling stands driven separately 

by direct-current motors, and a set of finishing equipment for rods, bars and wire, 

consisting of 7 two-stand roiling trains of variable arrangement, driven by direct- 
current electric motors. 

Mismml ÉÊÊÊÊmaÊHÈÊÊÊÊÉÊÊiÊÊÊÊÊÊÈIÎÊÛ^^^mmmmm^^.   '  "--^ "   •••-^•^ 
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Only OBI typ« of main-drive potoria used throughout the whole mill. 

The roughing-train stands are meohanised through the use of power roller oon- 

veyor« t manipulators and transfers upstream of the train and tilting tablee and 

power roller conveyors downstream of the train.   The roller oonveyor linking the 

first roughing train to the continuous roughing nill is equipped with flying shears 

of the oscillating type to crop the ends of the bars. 

The finishing train stands for bars and wire are likewise mechanized by the 

use of power conveyors upstream and downstream of the train.   The train is provided 

with three material reception intakes» 

After being rolled in four-high stands the hot-rolled steel passes to ooilers 

which have a vertical axis of rotation.    The resultant ooils are pushed onto an 

apron oonveyor, from which they are removed after cooling by a four-armed doffing 

system, to be hoisted by crane to the coil store. 

After being rolled in the finishing train, the bars pass along the roller con- 

veyor to the flying shears.    After being cut into lengths to fit the cooler thoy 

pass along another roller conveyor into a mechanical cooler.   After the cooler they 

are cut to commercial lengths by 350-tonne shears, while wire is passed to Oarrett- 

type coilers.   The coils ore then hooked directly onto a hook-type cooler, through 

which they pass in a horizontal position.    On emerging from the oooler they are 

seized by a four-armed rotating doffing system, from which they are hoisted by 

orane to the coil store. 

The design of the mill, together with the sturdy construction of the rolling 

stands, which are equipped with roll bearings (except for the roughing train stands) 

and roller devices, ensures a high quality of production. 

The plant is almost entirely mechanized and partially automated.  The meohonioal 

equipment is centrally lubricated with grease or oil, as required.    Scale is re- 

moved from the rolling installations by water pressure.    Before \-iie heated billet 

passes to the first stand,  it is desoaled by water at a pressure of 100 atmospheres. 

This mill has been working since I964 at a Polish steelworks. 

Another type of small-section mill designed by us is one for rolling small bars 

and sections from carbon steel.   The production programme of this mill is for round 

bars 12-28mm in diameter, bars of various other oross-eections, flat bars from 

JtMt Ar if  iiff#ÉÌJÉ;   iHiilft ,rK % 'tfomn A   H 1 Mm  ----•*- • ^ 
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20 x 6w to 30 x lOan and angle seotions 30 x 30 x 4aa. These product» are rolled 

from 180 x l80t 160 x 160 or 140 x 140nm billets 1.3m lon« or fron ingot» weighing 

250kg. 

The output of the plant varies from 11 to 25 tonnes/hour depending on the pro- 

duction schedule« The mill is equipped with two continuous furnaces each having a 

maximum capacity of 15 tonnes/hour, and comprises a roughing train consisting of two 

550mm dlametor three-high rolling stands driven by a common alternating-current motori 

an intermediate train consisting of three 380mm diameter three-high rolling stands 

driven by a common direct-current motor, and a finishing train consisting of five 

280mm diameter two-high stands in variable arrangement, driven by a common direct- 

current motor. 

After being cut by one of the two flying shears into suitable lengths, the 

rolled bars are cooled in a mechanical cooler, after which they are cut into coasjer- 

cial lengths by 200-tonne shears. The delivery of billets to the roughing train 

stands is mechanized through the use of power roller conveyors, manipulators and 

transfers upstream of the train and tilting tables and power roller conveyors down- 

stream of it. The delivery of billets to the inter—diate-train iliits sad the 

finishing train stands is also mechanized through the use of conveyors upstream and 

downstream of the train. 

The capital investments required for this mill are low, there is a high degree 

of mechanization, and the mill ìB suitable for working in conjunction with a con- 

tinuous casting plant. Coupled with such a plant, a mill of this type, using large- 

section billets, will provide a relatively cheap means of converting steel into a 

wide range of rolled products. 

I should like to mention at this point that plants for the continuous oasting 

of steel are also being constructed in Poland. A separate report is being presentad 

on such plants. 

.Jijare at present building a small-section mill for one of the Arab countries. 

This mill is designed for rolling small bars, sections and wire from carbon steel. 

The production schedule covers round bars 10-25mm in diameter, bars of various other 

cross-sections, angle sections, channel sections, etc. and wire 6-10mm in diameter 

in coil3 weighing up +o 225kg. The starting material is billets 80 x 80 or 

100 x 100mm square and 3 or 6 metres long, weighing up to 450kg. The production 

capacity of the mill is about 75fOOO tonnes/year with double-shift working. 
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Th« alll, which is «quipped with on« continuous furnae«, compri««« a 500m 

diameter three-high first roughing stand driven by an alternating-current motor, a 

continuous roughing train consisting of six 350mm diameter two-high stands driven 

by two or three direct-current motors, and a finishing mill for bars consisting of 

two or three 350mm diameter rolling trains in variable arrangements and one 260ram 

diameter two-high two-stand rolling train of variable arrangement driven by a direct- 

current motor. 

The finishing train for wire is of the continuous type and consists of six 

260mm diameter two-high rolling stands driven by two direct-current motors. 

The delivery of billets to the roughing stand is mechanized through the use of 

pow«r roller conveyors and manipulators upstream of the stand and a tilting table 

downstream of it.    Downstream of the continuous roughing mill there are flying 

shears to crop the ends and to cut the bar in an emergency. 

The delivery of billets to the finishing train stands for bars is mechanized 

through the use of conveyors upstream and downstream of the train.    When the rolling 

operation involves extracting the whole bar from the rollers, delivery of the bar 

is mechanized by the use of power roller conveyors and transfere.    The rolled bars, 

after being cut by flying shears into suitable lengths, are then passed along a 

roller conveyor to a mechanical cooler, on emerging from which they are cut to commer- 

cial lengths by 250-tonne shears.  Wire is coiled on Oarrett-type coilers into coils 

weighing up to 225kg and is then hooked onto a hook-type cooler.    The coils leave 

the cooler in the horizontal position and are taken up by a fcur-armed doffing 

apparatus, from which they are hoisted by a crane into the store. 

The case less stands used in the mill are of sturdy construction.    This, together 

with the use of roller bearingB and roller devices, ensures high-quality production. 

The mechanical equipment is centrally lubricated with grease or oil, as required. 

The mill is almost entirely mechanized and partially automated. 

Vty last example of a type of small-section mill is one with a lov   level of 

mechanization and low production capacity, but with a relatively wide range of pro- 

ducts, designed for rolling small bars, sections and wire from carbon steel.    The 

production schedule covers round bars, 20-28mm in diameter, bars of various other 

oross-sections, flat bars (25-50) x (6-12)mm, small sections, and wire 6-10mm in 

diameter. 

 •••• -*• '--•fl8- '"ftwAiirffi ir •riti  *   ^mlÉWllh   "— -'iiftiii ÉiHHìiir "•••* '   .^..«m.    aajasattaL^.Mau^jtiatt^aa^  .-*^ ,¿   ^ . ...^-.  .¿^ ,  *-._.»—^^.^  mmfjin    ift» 
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The raw material for these Motion« il in tht fora of billot» 65 x 65 x 1500am 

and 75 x 75 or 100 x 100 x 2000nmt and the capacity of tho ai 11 varita between 

2 and 6 tonnoi/hour depending on the production schedule. 

The mill is «quippad with a coal-fired continuous furnaoe (throughput up to 

6 tonnes/hour) and comprises a roughing train consisting of two 420asi diaaeter three- 

high stände driven by a common alternating-current eleotric motor and a finishing 

train consisting of five 280mm diameter two-high rolling 8tarde of variable arrange- 

ment driven by a common alternating-current electric motor through two-speed reduc- 

tion gear« Billets are delivered to the roughing section manually, using suspended 

tonga. The finishing-train stands are fed manually in rolling operations where the 

entire bar is extracted from the rolls, but feeding is partly mechanized by aeane of 

a conveyor system downstream of the rolls when carrying out to-and-fro rolling. 

Wire is ooiled on Oarrett-type ooilera designed to take coils weighing up to 

100kg. 

The bars and sections are passed to a cooler. At the specific request of the 

pruchaser the oooler has been made in the form of a stationary lattioe and the 

rollar conveyors are not powered. Downstream of the oooler are 100-tonne shears 

for cutting1 the bare to commercial lengths. This mill haa been made for export to 

India. 

In ueing these examples to illustrate our experience in the deaign and construc- 

tion of rolling mills, I wish to streaa that they do not exhaust all our poosibili- 

tlea in this field. 

We ara also in a position: 

- to provide expert advice and technical consultation«, taohnioal doouaanta- 

tion (basic data, specifications, technical projects and working drawings), 

- to supply the necessary equipment for plants, 

- to install plants and bring them into operation, 

- to train staff, 

- to pass en our experience. 

The manufacture and supply of plant and equipment nay oover a larga »saber of 
different items.    In agreed caaes particular ooapoaents, unita and deaign details 

nanaìMayiaBBìialiak»«^ aeam ¡\¡imm\ta,mm mrn nrftin 
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which are normally oosjprised in the supply of a ooaplete eet of equipment «ay be 
omitted from tha manufacture and supply schedule.   Bara alao this is, a question of 
co-operation in drawing-up the plana and making and aupplying tha aquipaant. 

I ahould like to stress yet again that in view of the aoala of Pol iah ataal 
production, our experience in the development of our own iron and ataal industry ami 
our   ourrant contacts with developing countries, we aee excellent futura prospecta 
for further oonaolidating our fruitful co-operation with theae countries. 

IIa/ I o one lude by expreesing the hope that this report may be of some help to 
us in attaining this purpose and thanking all those present for their atlanti««« 

,.^fc*»U..-l..S. 
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